
Today is Advent Sunday and the beginning of a 
new church year. We are now in Year B and our 
Sunday Gospel readings for the next year will 
be from St. Mark.  What is more, thanks be to 
God, it looks like we will be able to come back 
to Church on the Second Sunday of Advent (6th 
December). We will still need to keep a 
distance, and we may not be able to sing yet, 
but we will be together again. Please 
remember to wrap up very warm when you 

come to church.   Our gospel readings for the next year will mainly be from St. Mark, but 
during Advent we will hear a lot from the prophet Isaiah and one of the most beautiful 
passages in Scripture is found in Isaiah 43:    

‘You are mine. When you pass through the waters I will be with you; and when you pass 
through the rivers, they will not sweep over you.  When you walk through the fire, you will 
not be burned…For I am the Lord, your God, You are precious and honoured in my sight, and 
…      I love you. (Isa 43: 1- 4) 

You may like to write down that last phrase on a card:  ‘You are precious and honoured in 
my sight…I love you.’   It’s tremendous – and astonishing.  YOU are loved by GOD.  Who else 
do you need to impress?  What other ladder do you need to climb?  What are you going to 
add to your CV to top that?   When you are tempted to despair, when you are afraid, 
anxious, alone, remember:  God loves you.  He said so Himself. And what God desires more 
than anything else is that we should  all be his co-workers in bringing about His Kingdom of 
love and mercy by loving God and our neighbour as our very self. 

On this Advent Sunday I’ll finish with a story of a rabbi who one day asked his students, 
"How can a person tell when the darkness ends and the day begins?" After thinking for a 
moment, one student replied, “A person can tell when the darkness ends and the day begins 
when there is enough light to see an animal in the distance and be able to tell whether it’s a 
sheep or a goat." Another student ventured, “A person can tell when the darkness ends and 
the day begins when there is enough light to see a tree, and tell if it is a fig tree or an oak 
tree." 

The old Rabbi gently shook his head and said, "No. A person can tell when the darkness ends 

and the day begins, when you can look into a person’s face and recognize them as your 

brother or your sister. For if you cannot recognize in another's face the face of your sister or 

your brother, the darkness has not yet begun to lift, and the light has not yet come." 

Advent.  It’s really all about the second coming of Jesus, when he will come again. But 

perhaps I could suggest that he comes to us all the time; every time we meet and pray 

together in his name, every time we break open the words of scripture, every time we 

receive our Lord in the Mass. And as a wise rabbi has reminded us, he comes to us every 

time you can look into a person’s face and you recognise in them a brother or a sister in 

Christ. Amen.  


